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name:      date:  

Capitals: 1–10

1.           alabama

2.           alaska

3.           arizona

4.           arkansas

5.           California

6.           Colorado

7.           Connecticut

8.           delaware

9.           Florida

10.          georgia

a.  sacramento

b.  montgomery

c.  atlanta

d.  denver

e.  phoenix

f.  little rock

g.  tallahassee

h.  dover

j.  juneau

k.  hartford
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Age of invention

a. use the words below to fill in the blanks. 

1. the time of new ideas and many inventions was called the   

       .

2. thomas edison’s famous laboratory in new jersey was called   

       .

3. alexander graham bell lived in        ,               

           , and        . 

he was motivated toward his most famous invention because of his work with     

       people.

4. henry Ford was from the city of        . 

he and several men formed the         .

5. robert Fulton improved the         and 

made it a success. he was also a         .

6. eli Whitney invented the        . he promoted   

      , especially in making muskets.

the united states

painter

Ford motor Company

assembly line

steamboat

deaf

age of invention

scotland

menlo park

France

Cotton gin

Canada

guys mills, pennsylvania

detroit, michigan

interchangeable parts
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B. answer the questions.

1. What was thomas edison’s most famous invention? 

 

2. What were two of edison’s other inventions?

a.  

b.  

3. What was alexander graham bell’s most famous invention? 

 

4. What was another of bell’s inventions?

 

5. What was henry Ford’s most famous invention? give the model.
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c. choose and write about two of the inventors we studied. Write about 
his life and his inventions.

First inventor:   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

second inventor:   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 


